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Write C-program independentlyWill be able to do assignments in C-programFace technical interviews with confidence Introduction to languages11:01Introduction to C Language06:50Variables, Constants &amp; Keywords08:59Installation of C Software12:0613:0210:2212:42printf Function &amp; Related
Programs19:38Escape Sequences, Operators Examples &amp; scanf Function19:3813:4313:19while, do, for, goto, break &amp; continue Examples17:3632:45Characters in C &amp; Examples21:3913:5818:0121:40Double dimensional arrays &amp; Examples21:2621:06User-defined functions in
C23:32Structures in C &amp; Examples11:48Structural examples , Unions &amp; Example15:13Preprocessors, Enums, Typedef &amp; Examples14:30Storage Classes &amp; Examples10:2919:41 You should be able to use a beginner-level computer In these videos, I have done my best to make C look
like a piece of cake, in these videos you will learn different topics under C language. The videos contain both theory and practical parts. I have explained everything in a very simple language that is easy to understand for anyone. I have explained each topic with examples that will help you understand
them better. This course is for both beginners and advanced programmers. Videos are very helpful for those who are looking to make C as their primary course, and will go ahead and make a career in this field. Videos contain each topic in depth. I have explained each problem to its highest complexity.
The videos cover many essential topics like what is C, how do you use C, and explanations of the terms by operators, constants, datatypes,control statements etc. Also, it covers many advanced topics like matrices, pointers, functions, structures, unions, typedefs, storage classes, file streams etc. In
these videos I will tell you how to deal with real problems and how to apply C concepts. We provide you with all the helpful materials you need to learn the basic and some advanced. By watching all the videos, it is guaranteed that you will have a huge amount of knowledge about C. You wouldn't have to
go anywhere else to get a handle on C. The videos are the best for C students. Your programming skills will enhance through a huge difference. All you have to do is watch these videos. Someone who wants to learn code Passionate teacher4.2 Instructor Rating31 Reviews205 Students20 CoursesVijay
Kumar is a passionate teacher with a strong focus on pragmatism and simplicity. He started teaching programming 25 years ago when the first set of general-use computers was only reaching the shores of India. He is known for his teaching style with strong emphasis on bringing clarity to the students
right from basics to advanced functions. Keep your eyes open! We'll be right back. Android App iPhone App All Indian magazines Your favorite words Currently you don't have any favorite words. To make a word favorite, you need to click on the heart button. Special way to store organize data in a
computer Not to confuse with data type. For information on data structure, see Wikipedia:Administration § Data structure and development. A data structure called a hash table. In computer science, a data structure is a data organization, management and storage format that enables efficient access and
modification. [1] [2] [3] More precisely, a data structure is a collection of data values, the relationships between them, and the functions or operations that can be applied to the data. [4] The usage data structures serve as the basis for abstract data types (ADT). ADT defines the logical form of the data type.
The data structure implements the physical form of the data type. [5] Different types of data structures are adapted to different types of applications, and some specialize in specific tasks. For example, relational databases typically use B tree indexes for data retrieval,[6] while compiler implementations
typically use hash tables to look up identifiers. [7] Data structures provide a way to manage large amounts of data efficiently for applications such as large databases and internet indexing services. Typically, efficient data structures are the key to designing efficient algorithms. Some formal design methods
and programming languages emphasize data structures, rather than algorithms, as the most important organizing factor in software design. Data structures can be used to organize storage and retrieval of information stored in both main and secondary memory. [8] Implementation Data structures are
generally based on the ability of a computer to retrieve and store data in any location in its memory, specified by a pointer—a bitstring, representing a memory address, which can be itself stored in memory and manipulated by the application. Thus, the array and record data structures are based on
calculating the addresses of data objects with arithmetic operations, while the linked data structures are based on storing addresses of data objects within the structure itself. The implementation of a data structure typically requires writing a set of procedures that create and manipulate instances of that
structure. The effectiveness of a data structure cannot be analyzed separately from these operations. This observation justifies the theoretical concept of an abstract data type, a data structure defined indirectly by the operations that can be performed on it and the mathematical properties of these
operations (including their space and time cost). [9] Example Main article: List of data structures There are numerous types of data structures, generally built on simpler primitive data types:[10] An array is a number of elements in a specific order, typically all of the same type (depending on the language,
individual elements can either be forced to be the same type, or be of almost any type). Elements are accessed by using an integer index to indicate which element is required. Typical implementations allocate contiguous memorabilia for the elements of matrices (but this is not always a Matrices can be or
unjust if it is. A linked list (also called a list) is a linear collection of data elements of any type, called nodes, where each node has a value, and points to the next node in the linked list. The main advantage of a linked list of an array is that values can always be inserted and deleted efficiently without
moving the rest of the list. However, some other actions, such as random access to a particular element, are slower on lists than on arrays. A record (also called tuple or struct) is a set data structure. A record is a value that contains other values, usually in fixed numbers and sequences, and is usually
indexed by name. The items in records are usually called fields or members. A union is a data structure that specifies which of a number of allowed primitive types can be stored in its instances, such as float or long integer. Contrast with a record, which could be defined to contain a float and an integer;
while in a union, there is only one value at a time. Enough space is allocated to contain the widest member data type. A tagged union (also known as variant, variant record, discriminated union, or disjointed union) contains an additional field indicating its current type, for improved type security. An object
is a data structure that contains data fields, as a record does, as well as various methods that work on the data content. An object is an in-memory instance of a class from a taxonomy. In connection with object-oriented programming, records are called common old data structures to distinguish them from
objects. [11] In addition, graphs and binary trees are other commonly used data structures. Language support Most assembly languages and some low-level languages, such as Basic Combined Programming Language (BCPL), do not have built-in support for data structures. On the other hand, many
high-level programming languages and higher-level assembly languages, such as MASM, special syntax, or other built-in support for certain data structures, such as records and arrays, have some high-level programming languages and some higher-level assembly languages. For example, C (a direct
descendant of the BCPL) and Pascal languages supports structs and records, in addition to vectors (one-dimensional matrices) and multidimensional matrices. [12] [13] Most programming languages have some sort of library mechanism that allows data structure implementations to be reused by different
applications. Modern languages typically come with standard libraries that implement the most common data structures. Examples include the C++ Standard template library, the Java Collections Framework, and the Microsoft .NET Framework. Modern languages also generally support modular
programming, the separation between the interface of a library module and its implementation. Some provide opaque data types that allow clients to hide implementation details. Object-oriented programming languages, such as C++, Java, and Smalltalk, typically use classes for this purpose. Many known
data structures concurrent versions versions allow multiple computer threads to access a single concrete instance of a data structure at the same time. [14] See also Abstract data type Simultaneous data structure Data model Dynamization Linked data structure List of data structures Persistent data
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